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Dedicated legal and claims staff that assist with all claim related 

matters, including claim communication, coverage interpretation and 

settlement facilitation. We work seamlessly with you and your 

outside counsel to ensure successful claim resolution.

IMA is the only broker in the industry with a 

comprehensive approach to program design and structure 

that is backed by cutting-edge data & analytics and an 

innovative legal approach.

We examine various claim examples, loss modeling and peer 

benchmarking, along with a creative coverage approach, in 

order to secure state-of-the-art program terms for our clients.

Our Executive Risk Solutions practice group is a team of over 20 

professionals, each with a vast amount of experience.

We educate our clients on litigation trends and changes in 

rules/regulations that might impact exposures.  We hold IMA 

University events and host small gathering peer conversations 

on “hot industry topics and trends”.

IMA has strong, strategic partnerships with all carriers in the 

Executive Risk space.  IMA places over $5 billion in premium annually, 

and we have direct access to the top at all carriers.

Our People

The depth and expertise of our team is second to none.

Our Process

We bring a thoughtful, comprehensive, data-driven approach to every single program we place.

Our Results

The expertise of our team combined with our unique operating methodology results in state-of-the-art insurance 

program design that maximizes protection for both D&O personal assets and the Company balance sheet.

What Differentiates Us?
IMA Executive Risk Solutions is a world-class team 

of professionals focused on providing thoughtful 

advice, a unique legal perspective, a broad range 

of insurance solutions, and excellent service to our 

valued clients.  Our professionals have deep 

experience handling complex executive risk 

exposures for a variety of clients – from pre-IPO 

companies to multi-billion dollar corporations.



CLAIMS ASSISTANCE / CLAIMS MANAGEMENT
National Legal and Claims Facility

At IMA, we have created a Legal and Claims team dedicated to assisting our clients and brokers with executive liability issues and claims, in order 

to maximize policy performance.  Leading this effort is Travis Murtha, an attorney with 15 years experience dealing with insurance and executive 

liability claim issues in various capacities.

Our Legal and Claims practice is responsible for, among other things:

✓ Helping our clients and brokers understand the complex executive liability claim issues that may arise, including review and drafting of 

policy language

✓ Serving as policyholder advocates regarding coverage and claims disputes with the carriers

✓ Conducting training sessions that ensure we consistently deliver value-added service

We are frequently engaged post-claim, and have a favorable track record of enhancing claim resolution in these situations.  With D&O 

litigation having been filed against ZEV and its CEO/CFO (Shafer), we would look to immediately take over all claim handling and begin 

a direct line of communication with outside counsel and top-level staff on the carrier side, in order to set the stage for a favorable 

resolution.

IMA has also developed relationships with several of the leading law firms in the area of executive liability insurance. When appropriate, we can 

access the talent and resources of a particular law firm to assist us. While it is neither economical nor sensible to do so for every claim, we 

recognize that circumstances may arise where it would be beneficial to obtain an outside legal opinion.
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IMA Legal and Claims Philosophy

+ Value-added service, at no additional cost

+ Client advocate

+ Collaboration

+ Leverage relationships

+ Deliver positive results

Traditional Claims Servicing by Other Brokers

+ Pass through only

+ Lack of specific coverage expertise

+ No value-added service

+ Additional cost

+ No or limited external relationships
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D&O PROGRAM ANALYSIS
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IMA is the only broker in the industry with a comprehensive 

approach to D&O program design and structure that is 

backed by cutting-edge data & analytics and an 

innovative legal approach.  Our proprietary analysis covers 

the following eight areas of a D&O program:

+ Primary Layer Coverage

+ Excess Layer Coverage

+ Side A Layer Coverage

+ Counterparty Risk

+ Program Structure

+ Pricing

+ Retention

+ Limit

IMA’s objective approach to D&O program analysis, design 

and structure allows our clients to enjoy the benefits of 

state-of-the-art program terms, designed to maximize 

protection of both corporate and personal assets. 

Every D&O renewal begins with a comprehensive analysis of 

the existing program structure, in order to create a strategy 

and roadmap for the upcoming renewal.

The following slides include an overview of our analysis of the 

current ZEV D&O insurance program, along with supporting 

information on key elements of our program review. 
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Security/ 
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Terms
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Terms

Pricing
Primary 

Coverage 

Terms



CURRENT D&O PROGRAM
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D&O COVERAGE ANALYSIS
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D&O Coverage Analysis

IMA believes that D&O is first and foremost a legal consideration, and secondarily (but not insignificantly) a financial consideration.  Securing the 

necessary scope of coverage in a D&O program is crucial in today’s environment.

+ IMA has created a proprietary, 240-point “coverage scorecard” to analyze and compare D&O program options.

+ The D&O coverage scorecard also includes a “best in class” column to “score” each distinct coverage provision.

+ With D&O litigation remaining elevated, securing the necessary scope of coverage has never been more important.

ABC Corp.                                                                          

Directors' & Officers' Liability Insurance

XL Specialty Insurance Company (Non-IMA Broker)                                                                                                                                                                                        

August 1, 2017 to August 1, 2018

XL Specialty Insurance Company (IMA)                                                                                                                                                                                           

[12-month policy period]

Admitted Paper Yes Yes

Finan. Strength Rating (A.M. Best / S&P) A / A+ A / A+

Limit of Liability $10,000,000 $10,000,000 

  - Sub-limit for Derivative Claims Yes ($250K) No

Retentions

  - Is retention reimbursed if Securities Claim Dismissed? No Yes

Side A Trigger

   Does BK/FI automatically trigger Side A? Yes (if due to "f inancial insolvency") Yes (if DIP or due to "f inancial insolvency")

   Advancement if Company fails/refuses to indemnify? Yes Yes

   Presumptive Indemnification Yes Yes

Rescission Hurdle

   Reliance Waiver Yes Yes

     "True and accurate" w aiver Yes ("true, accurate and complete") No

   Materiality Waiver No No

   Non-Rescindable Language (A v. ABC) Yes (Side A, only after premium has been paid) Yes (ABC)

     - "Restatement" Exclusion? Yes No

   What is Relied On? "Application" "Application"

Definition of Application

   Actual Application Yes No

   Public Filings Yes (last 12 months SEC filings) No

     - Carve-back for 302 certif ication No n/a

Severability

   of the Application to Individuals Yes Yes

       Non-Imputation language Yes Yes

       "Separate Application" language No Yes

   of the Application for the Entity No Yes

   of the Exclusions for Individuals Yes Yes

   of the Exclusions for the Entity Yes (w /o CEO/CFO/GC conduct) Yes

   Cooperation severability No Yes

Overall Ranking (40% weighting) 4.00 9.50

Best in 

Class

Best in 

Class



D&O COVERAGE ANALYSIS
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Key Coverage Considerations
IMA’s unique approach to D&O will allow Lightning eMotors to consistently secure state-of-the-art program terms.  The below chart highlights some of the differences 

between the current ZEV D&O program compared to the typical IMA D&O program with the exact same primary layer carrier.

Source:  IMA Proprietary Database

Program Consideration Current ZEV “AXA XL” D&O Policy Typical IMA “AXA XL” D&O Policy

Underwriting Authority Junior Underwriter Chief Underwriting Officer

Service Team Lead (Broker) ?? Attorney with 20+ Years Experience

Comparison of Key Coverage Considerations

Reliance on Public Filings Yes No

All Public Filings Deemed ‘Accurate & Complete’ Yes No

Policy May be Voided based on Public Filings Yes No

Definition of Claim Narrow Broad

Definition of Loss Narrow Broad

Company v. Insured Exclusion Broad Narrow

Personal Conduct Exclusions Broad Narrow

Must Costs Incurred be “Necessary” Yes No

Stand-alone proceeding coverage for the Company (i.e., SEC/DOJ) No Yes

Advancement if Company Fails to Indemnify No Yes

Summary of Program Differences

Total Program Differences -72 +72

Overall Coverage Ranking 4.30 Out of 10 9.50 Out of 10



D&O LIMIT ANALYSIS
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IMA considers a variety of factors in arriving at a recommended program structure and overall limit, including settlement statistics, peer 

benchmarking data, defense cost analysis, EPS stress-testing, and loss modeling.  In addition, we have developed proprietary models to help 

calculate expected loss values.

One example of how we help clients make an informed decision with respect to overall program structure and limit is our “probability of 

exceedance” loss modeling.  This is a tool that relies upon various inputs and a Monte Carlo simulation to show the relative probabilities of 

individual loss sizes (i.e., the lognormal equivalent to the “bell-shaped curve”).

Another important consideration when selecting a D&O structure and limit is historical loss history.  Not only is it important to understand the 

specific settlement values, but also any relevant trends contained within the settlement data.  For example, are claims getting smaller or larger 

over time?  Are defense firms charging more or less over time?  It is important to understand (and factor in) these trends anytime past 

information is being used to make a future decision.

+ On a related note, this is the type of information we tend to incorporate into our discussions with underwriters, particularly when 

negotiating the excess layers of a program.  For instance, emphasizing that 75% of all historical claims have settled for less than $20M, which 

is indeed the case for companies such as ZEV in a market capitalization range of $500 million to $1 billion. 

In addition, IMA has access to the largest proprietary database in the industry and can therefore provide benchmarking for any relevant market 

capitalization range (market capitalization being the key determinant of exposure and, therefore, D&O limit selection).

We will also examine a number of other important determinants that have historically had an impact on D&O settlement amount.

Ultimately, every company is different, including with respect to risk tolerance.  However, by considering a variety of factors and using data and 

analytics in a thoughtful way, we are able to guide our clients toward making an informed decision with respect to overall program structure 

and limit.



D&O PRICING ANALYSIS
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Lightning eMotors currently spends a significant amount on its D&O insurance program ($3,329,978, to be exact).  Although this is not 

uncommon for newly public companies, particularly those that have gone through the de-SPAC process, it is still a significant amount and all 

attempts should be made to keep it as low as possible at the upcoming renewal.  IMA has a plan for doing so.

We will work with ZEV on a variety of ways to minimize the D&O renewal premium, including the following:

+ Work directly with top-level underwriters who have the ability to agree to the most favorable program terms

+ Emphasize positive attributes of ZEV in our discussions with underwriters (financial flexibility, strong management team, etc.)

+ Utilize data to support a more favorable underwriting view of the ZEV risk profile (including historical litigation statistics)

+ Explore a variety of alternative program options (ABC v. Side A)

+ Examine the “pros” and “cons” of all potential non-insurance alternatives (including “captive” solutions)

+ Leverage the existing D&O litigation to our benefit as part of the marketing process (“the claim is already in”)

IMA will leave “no stone unturned” when it comes to exploring ways to minimize ZEV’s overall spend on a program such as the D&O.



CURRENT EPL PROGRAM
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CURRENT FIDUCIARY PROGRAM
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MARKETING STRATEGY
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Recommended Marketing Strategy

IMA believes the key to securing competitive terms and conditions is to have a sound marketing plan in place for each year’s renewal (“D&O 

Roadshow”).  At the center of this marketing effort should be a thoughtful and comprehensive strategy for differentiating ZEV and its risk profile 

from other companies.  This will be accomplished by the following:

+ Presenting senior-level underwriters with a comprehensive analysis of the ZEV D&O “risk profile”, including key underwriting strengths.

– For example, IMA will negotiate directly with the primary D&O carrier’s Chief Underwriting Officer for primary layer renewal 

terms, ensuring direct access to AXA XL’s top decision maker and the broadest available coverage terms, along with the most 

favorable pricing.

+ Working with ZEV to identify issues for discussion, and developing a message around these items that will alleviate any underwriter concerns.

+ Hosting meetings between ZEV and senior-level decision-makers on the carrier side – this will allow ZEV to tell its story directly to those who 

can agree to our requested terms and conditions.

Why is this important to ZEV? Quite simply, the better an underwriter knows your business, the more comfortable they become, and the more 

willing they are to provide the most favorable coverage grants and pricing terms available.

The following slides include additional considerations for the D&O marketing process.



PROGRAM MARKETING
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IMA will meet with ZEV to thoroughly understand its insurance program history and any new objectives of the Company, in order to arrive at an agreed upon marketing strategy that will 

address both the short-term and long-term needs of ZEV.  Below are some of the key considerations that will be discussed for the marketing of each insurance program.

Marketing Strategy Characteristics

Limited Marketing

+ Long term relationship with carrier

+ Best in class coverage

+ No major strategic changes by the carriers

+ Carrier has paid claims / is handling an open claim

+ Minimal to flat premium increases

+ Carrier has provided flexibility

Strategic Marketing

+ Good coverage, but still room for improvement (v. the rest of the market)

+ Less exposure year-over-year, which may correlate to less premium

+ Carrier has not paid claims

+ Short-term relationship

+ Carrier has slightly changed strategy year-over-year

+ Changes in the Insured’s business strategy

Full Marketing

+ Inflexible carrier(s)

+ Major strategic changes with the carrier(s)

+ Declined claims

+ Hard (or hardening) market

+ Insured’s industry class

+ Changes in the Insured’s business strategy

+ Existing program has significant deficiencies



COUNTERPARTY ANALYSIS
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In addition to discussing how we should approach each year’s marketing process, we will also discuss who to approach. Although most executive liability policies are in place for a 12-month 

period, the claims that fall under these policies can take 4+ years to play out.  It is therefore important that ZEV partner with carriers that will be around for the long-term and able to pay 

claims over an extended period of time.  Key counterparty considerations include the following:

Counterparty 

Consideration
Importance to Lightning eMotors, Inc.

How litigious is 

each counterparty?

+ Carrier profitability for executive lines, namely D&O, has waned over the last several years due to an increase in settlement values and defense costs.

+ In an attempt to preserve capital, carriers will look to delay payment or even litigate to avoid paying out on a claim.

+ Litigation between insurance companies and insureds is at an all-time high.

+ Certain carriers are much more litigious than others and should only be partnered with after careful consideration of past claims handling scenarios.

What is the financial strength 

of each counterparty?
+ IMA monitors the financial strength ratings of each carrier and will provide updates to ZEV on any material changes within its carrier lineup.

What information does 

each counterparty rely upon?

+ Underwriters will increasingly “outsource” a portion of their risk assessment, including to third-party corporate governance and other firms.

+ Understanding the sources underwriters look to – and the concerns they may have based on the particular information – allows IMA to tailor it’s 

message and address those items that are most important to underwriters. 

To what extent does 

each counterparty rely upon 
reinsurance?

+ Knowing whether a carrier is reliant upon reinsurance – and if so, the parameters (including limitations) of its reinsurance agreement – allows IMA to 

understand how flexible the carrier is likely to be, including at future renewals.

How does each counterparty 

rank relative to underwriting 

flexibility and claims handling?

+ Partnering with carriers that consistently show an ability and willingness to be flexible is always preferred, particularly with respect to an expansion 

of coverage terms at each year’s renewal, in an effort to always keep the policies state-of-the-art.

+ The claims handling history of a carrier is arguably the most important characteristic for a policyholder.  IMA has a tremendous amount of experience 

with executive liability claims and can share with ZEV multiple examples of carrier claim behavior.



MARKETPLACE CAPACITY
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IMA has direct access to senior-level decision makers at each carrier in the executive liability space.  As previously noted, we will work with ZEV to 

determine which carriers should be approached for each and every renewal.

S&P Global Rating
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As of 9.17.21
Positive Stable Negative



D&O DASHBOARD
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Pricing

+ After years of experiencing a “buyer’s market”, erosion of carrier 

profitability has led to recent firming (i.e., higher pricing).

+ While pricing is still elevated, primary and excess layers are seeing 

stability heading into 2022, although certain industries may still see 

additional pressure.

Retention 

/ 

Deductible

+ Carriers are pushing for elevated retentions across the board, 

including for securities claims and M&A claims.

+ Increases in retentions have been most noticeable on 

small/mid-cap companies.

Coverage 

Terms

+ While premiums and retentions are firming, we have not seen a 

restriction in coverage terms, except in very limited circumstances.

+ We continue to push for and secure expansions in coverage breadth.

Current D&O Marketplace

ZEV Underwriter Dashboard (Risk Profile)

Stock 

Performance 

& Ownership

+ Trading on the NYSE at a market cap of ~$515 million, ZEV is trading 

near the low end of its post de-SPAC range.

+ Fortunately, a large portion of the post de-SPAC exposure is captured 

via the existing D&O litigation (5.7.21 to 8.16.21 class period).

+ Short position on ZEV stock is 12.4% (as of 12.15.21).

+ Directors and officers own ~16% of common stock.

Financial 

Flexibility

+ $187 million cash and cash equivalents at 9.30.21.

+ Current liquidity sufficient to continue operations for 12+ months.

+ Additional capital will be required to develop products and services 

(including current orders), scale the business, and possible M&A.

Pipeline and 

Outlook

+ ZEV has a strong and diversified pipeline, with an order backlog of 

~1,617 units valued at $171.4 million (up 72% from 3Q20).

+ Began delivering under agreement with Forest River in 3Q21 (an 

agreement that has a potential value of up to $850 million), as well as 

under the Collins Bus agreement.

+ Released two new products in 3Q21 – zero emission Type A school Bus 

and zero emission Class A double-decker motorcoach.

+ Continued to add new suppliers in 3Q in order to address supply chain 

constraints.  Long-term agreement with Proterra will allow for greater 

visibility into battery supply.

+ Despite recent supply chain challenges (and associated revenue 

delays), ZEV has not seen any order cancellations.

Management

& Board

+ ZEV is guided by an experienced management team / Board.

+ The Board consists of seven individuals, with five being independent.

+ ZEV does have a “staggered” Board, with Board members serving in 

three-year increments.

It will be extremely important to organize meetings with key insurance underwriters in order to get them comfortable with the steps ZEV is taking 

as a public company to navigate the current environment and position the Company for long-term success.

Two broad categories impact a company’s 

D&O terms, particularly its pricing:

1. The D&O Marketplace, and

2. The Company’s Risk Profile.

Positive / Favorable Neutral Negative / Unfavorable
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PROPERTY & CASUALTY INSURANCE PROGRAM

Premium

$139,655

Premium

$53,059

Deductible

$2,500

General & Liability

$2M General 

Aggregate

$2M Products & 

Completed Operations 

Aggregate

$1M Personal & 

Advertising Injury

$1M Each Occurrence

$300,000

Damage to Premises 

Rented to You

(Umbrella does not 

sit over)

$5,000 

Medical Expenses

(Umbrella does not 

sit over)

Deductible 

$5,000 Comp.

$100 Comp. (Rental)

$5,000 Collision

$1,000 Collision (Rental)

Business

Auto

$1M Each Occurrence

Including:

(Umbrella does 

not sit over)

$1M

Uninsured/

Underinsured 

Motorists Liability 

$5,000 

Auto Medical 

Payments

$75 per day / $3,375 

any one event 

Rental Reimbursement

$250 Towing

Deductible

$1,000

Deductible

$1,000

Employer’s

Liability

$1M

Each Accident

$1M

Each Employee

$1M

Policy Limit

Premium

$482,813

Premium

Incl. in WC

Premium

$62,271

Premium

$1,513

Excess Liability

$10M Each Occurrence

$10M General Aggregate

Workers’ 

Compensation

CO & CA

State 

Statutory 

Limits

Policy Limit is

NOT Capped

Premium

$710,498

Premium

Incl. in 

Property

Deductible

$5,000 Comp.

$10,000 Max.

$1,000 Collision

Garagekeepers

CA, CO, FL, VA

$700,000 

Aggregate

$300,000 

Comprehensive

$300,000 

Collison

Premium

$8,240

Deductible

$10,000

Property 

including 

Equipment 

Breakdown

$8.3M

Blanket Business 

Personal Property

$10M

Blanket BI/EE

$450,000

Building 

(Location 1)

$450,000

Building

(Location 2)

$500,000 

Transportation

Deductible

$5,000

Computer 

Equipment

$145,000 Aggregate

$125,000 Hardware

$20,000 Software

Deductible

$1,000

Employee Theft

$50,000

Deductible

$100,000

Professional 

Liability

$2M

Each Claim / 

Aggregate

Claims-made

$1M 

January 01, 2020 

Pending & Prior

Claims-made

$1M x $1M

July 01,2021

Pending & Prior

Premium

$104,288

Premium

$8,241

Deductible

$5,000

8 Hours 

System Failure

Cyber Liability

$3M Each Claim / 

Aggregate

Information Privacy

Network Security

Business Interruption

Cyber Extortion

Media Content

Reputational Harm 

(180 days)

System Failure

$1M Each Claim / 

Aggregate

Additional Breach 

Costs limit

Invoice Manipulation

$250,000 Each 

Claim / Aggregate

Social Engineering 

and Computer Fraud

Claims-made

August 18, 2021

Pending & Prior



PROPERTY & CASUALTY LOSS SUMMARY
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Effective Date Insurer Val. Date # of Closed Claims # of Open Claims Total Claim Count Total Paid Total Reserve Recoveries Total Incurred

7/01/21 - 7/01/22 1 2 3 $552 $31,983 $0 $32,535

7/01-21 - 7/01/21 1 0 1 $241 -$10 $0 $231

7/01/20 - 7/01/21 2 1 3 $36,515 $53,419 -$1,000 $88,934

7/01/19 - 7/01/20 2 0 2 $1,010 $0 -$862 $148

7/01/18 - 7/01/19 0 0 0 $0 $0 $0 $0

7/01/17 - 7/01/18 3 0 3

7/01/16 - 7/01/17 3 0 3

Grand Total 12 3 12 $38,318 $85,392 -$1,862 $121,848

Effective Date Insurer Val. Date # of Closed Claims # of Open Claims Total Claim Count Total Paid Total Reserve Recoveries Total Incurred

7/01/21 - 7/01/22 0 1 1

7/01/20 - 7/01/21 3 0 3

7/01/19 - 7/01/20 1 0 1

Grand Total 4 1 5

Effective Date Insurer Val. Date # of Closed Claims # of Open Claims Total Claim Count Total Paid Total Reserve Recoveries Total Incurred

7/01/21 - 7/01/22 0 0 0 $0 $0 $0 $0

7/01/20 - 7/01/21 1 0 1 $221 $0 $0 $221

7/01/19 - 7/01/20 2 0 2 $0 $0 $0 $0

7/01/18 - 7/01/19 0 0 0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Grand Total 3 0 3 $221 $0 $0 $221

Effective Date Insurer Val. Date # of Closed Claims # of Open Claims Total Claim Count Total Paid Total Reserve Recoveries Total Incurred

7/01/21 - 7/01/22 0 0 0 $0 $0 $0 $0

7/01/20 - 7/01/21 0 0 0 $0 $0 $0 $0

7/01/19 - 7/01/20 0 0 0 $0 $0 $0 $0

7/01/18 - 7/01/19 0 0 0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Grand Total 0 0 0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Workers' Compensation

Business Auto

12/21/2021

Hanover 12/17/2021

Liberty 12/21/2021

CWG 12/22/2021 No amount shown on loss runs

No amount shown on loss runs
CWG

12/21/2021

General Liability and Garage Keepers Liability

Admiral

Excess Liability

Admiral 12/21/2021



SAMBA SAFETY
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• Identify Your Risky and Safe Drivers

• Continuous driver monitoring

• Comprehensive License Monitoring

• Standardized national MVRs

• Driver score takes the guess work out of risk 

assessment

• On-demand MVRs returned in seconds

• Preferred IMA pricing and vendor



TRANSITION & 
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SAMPLE SERVICE PLAN
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IMA will proactively assist you through every stage of the risk financing and insurance procurement cycle and manage your Total 

Cost of Risk by providing appropriately priced resources and timely services to create value.

Rather than arbitrarily putting out a renewal timeline, IMA believes strongly in conducting a detailed conversation between both

parties to develop a transition schedule based on mutual accountability. Dates are just that – dates on a piece of paper with no

meaning or accountability without agreement. Our recommendation is to sit down with you and spend the time necessary to 

understand your operations, objectives, and goals and develop the timeline and Service Plan together. What we do believe in is 

making your job as easy as possible regarding all things insurance and risk management. 

ACTIVITY RESPONSIBLE PARTY 

Implement New Insurance/Risk Management Program  

Decision to move to IMA and our Program Lightning 

Lightning provides certificate list to IMA Lightning 

Issue BORs to IMA Lightning & IMA 

Claim reporting procedures provided to Lightning Lightning & IMA 

Certificates issued/Cert protocols established IMA 

Auto IDs issued IMA 

Provide premium allocations/entity billing provided IMA 

IMA/Lightning annual planning meeting Lightning & IMA 

Certs Now demo/set up IMA 

Due Diligence discussion and preparation Lightning & IMA 

Mutual communication/transfer of data requirements established Lightning & IMA 

SOV monthly reporting (due to IMA by the 7th of each month) Lightning 

Conduct midyear stewardship report meeting IMA 

Claims Management Services  

Deliver monthly or quarterly loss runs  IMA 

Conduct monthly or quarterly claims reviews Lightning & IMA  

IMA to report and monitor claims for Lightning IMA 

Serve as technical resource regarding claim issues, questions, concerns IMA 

Ongoing advocacy and consultation on open claim matters IMA 

Risk Control  

In conjunction with Lightning, develop complete annual risk control plan Lightning & IMA 

Serve as safety/risk control technical resource for Lightning IMA 

Risk control assessment – develop risk score system IMA 

Technical program/manual development IMA 

Coordinate insurance carrier services IMA 

Introduce risk management center IMA 

ThinkHR access IMA 

Coordinate site/community visits Lightning & IMA 

 

ACTIVITY RESPONSIBLE PARTY 

Contract Review Services  

Conduct review of contracts Lightning may designate IMA 

Review certificate of insurance program(s): insureds, subcontractors, vendors Lightning & IMA 

Renewal Information Gathering  

Pre-renewal document prepared IMA 

Pre-renewal document delivered and reviewed with Lightning  IMA 

Renewal exposures received from Lightning  Lightning  

Review and assess renewal data received from Lightning  IMA 

Renewal Marketing Phase  

Make formal submission to carriers determined in plan IMA 

Follow-up with carriers on additional information needed and coordinate pre-
quote loss control & underwriting visits 

IMA 

Arrange Lightning/Carrier Underwriter meetings & calls Lightning & IMA 

Receive, evaluate & negotiate carrier proposals IMA 

Renewal Proposal Evaluation  

Prepare presentation for Lightning IMA 

Carrier Selection Process  

Present proposal to Lightning IMA 

Select successful carriers Lightning & IMA 

Post Selection  

Bind selected programs IMA 

Produce auto ID cards, certificates, and invoices IMA 

Produce Summary of Coverage Bound for Lightning IMA 

Determine accounting & allocation model IMA 

Review and deliver policies to Lightning IMA 

Plan new underwriter visits if and as called for IMA 

Distribute, if necessary, new claim reporting data IMA 

Ongoing services to be determined and agreed upon Lightning & IMA 

Provide coverage summary overview Lightning  

Conduct proactive analytical risk management reviews IMA 

 



IMA DEDICATED 

RESOURCES
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CERTIFICATE COMPLIANCECONTRACT REVIEW

The Contact Administration department ensures contract 

language is a aligned with, and supports, the language of 

your risk management and insurance policies. 

IMA employs in-house attorneys who function solely as 

contract administrators and risk advisors to assist our 

Clients.  

Customizable service and platform designed to remove both the 
administrative burden and the expertise needed to:

• Determine appropriate insurance needed by each 
Vendor/Subcontractor

• Collect Certificates

• Review Certificates and endorsements

• Negotiate and Finalize Compliance 

• Track Certificates

Benefits

• Provide a sustainable solution for certificate compliance that is 
managed by insurance professionals and attorneys 

• Ensure Lightning’s Subcontractors/Vendors have and keep the 
right level of coverage

• Prevent Lightning from being wholly responsible in claims and 
lawsuits, proactively managing risk 

• Limit the amount of time and money Lightning invests in 
certificate compliance



CLAIMS MANAGEMENT

+ Important to communicate potential settlement 

prior to claim closure

+ A good claim is a closed claim

+ Continually monitor and revise protocols
Concluding 

the Claim

+ Provide proactive claims updates

+ Development of clear and concise action plans with 

your carriers

+ Provide written claim summaries

+ Ensure claim adjusters are proactively managing 

outcomes

Controlling

the Claim

+ Review all claim facts with you

+ Identify any potential coverage issues

+ Determine your desired outcome

+ Strategize with you to develop an action plan

+ Respond promptly, advise and advocateReviewing 

the Claim

+ Review current claim program by line of coverage

+ Develop custom reporting procedures

+ Assign designated adjusters

+ Pre-determine settlement goals and consultative 

amounts

+ Defense counsel selections

Prior to 

Claim
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RISK CONTROL SOLUTIONS

IMA TRAINER On-site safety training, videos to assist with in-
house safety training, online training for employees. 

IMA ON-SITE Safety training of employees, training 
supervisors as safety coaches, facilitating safety 
committees, hazard identification audits.

STRATEGIC ADVISOR Risk management knowledge and 
strategic thought to advance your safety culture.

RISK MANAGEMENT CENTER Portal for managing SDS, 
training, BBS, certificates of insurance and incident 
tracking.

RISK SCORE Score your risk management program against 
the industry’s best practices. Identify opportunities and track 
improvement.

RISK RESULTS Tools and vendor alliances such as incentive 
programs and pre-employment testing which can drive down 
losses and post strong returns on investment.

CONTROLLING EXPENSES is the easiest way to increase earnings.

CLAIMS EXPENSES are both large and unpredictable.

IMA RISK CONTROL works with you to 

prevent and mitigate risk.
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MANAGING TOTAL COST OF RISK

CLAIMS 

MANAGEMENT

RESULT

SERVICE

PHILOSOPHY

RISK

CONTROL

SERVICES

MFG

NICHE

RISK

MANAGEMENT

PHILOSOPHY

SPECIALTY

PRACTICE

GROUPS

CLAIMS MANAGEMENT
+ Dedicated/Experienced Claims Advocate

+ Customized Claims Service Plan

+ Pre-Loss Prep

+ Specialty Vendors

PREVENTING LOSSES
+ Trusted Advisors with Experience

+ Risk Assessment/

Benchmarking Survey

+ Training/Education

MANAGING TCOR
+ Alternative Risk Financing

+ Program Design

+ Captives

SERVICE EXCELLENCE
+ Dedicated Local Service Team

+ Customized Client Service Plan

+ Not Profit Center Centric

+ Client Service Standards

MANUFACTURING
+ Specialty focused resources

+ Identifies risk specific to Lightning

+ Delivers customized solutions

OTHER PRACTICE GROUPS
+ Executive Risk

+ Surety

+ Environmental

+ Contract Administration

Total Cost 

of Risk
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THE IMA DIFFERENCE



WHY IMA?

Over $5 Billion in Premium

Placed Annually

CARRIER RELATIONSHIPS

Superior Talent + 

Commitment to Clients

EMPLOYEE OWNED

95% Client 

Retention Rate

CLIENT FOCUSED

Insights & Efficiencies for 

Clients

TECH-ENABLED

3rd Largest Privately Held 

Brokerage in the U.S.

BUSINESS STRENGTH

Community Focused

IMA FOUNDATION
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IMACORP.COM

More Than Just Insurance

IMA is an integrated financial services company specializing in risk 

management, insurance, employee benefits and wealth management. It is 

the third-largest privately-held and employee-owned insurance broker in 

the country and employs more than 1,700 associates.


